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Abstract :
The goal of our research is to predict performanceof applications using ORACLE
RDBMS and then to propose toolsto optimize performance.
The performance we are interesting in,is the performance asperceived by users.
We then specially study user's transactions response time.
Our method is basedonmeasurement,andthe
first stepwastomeasure
performance on existing applications using ORACLE RDBMS. We have developed
several software tools:
- user simulator
- application generator
- workload application generator
- measurementtools to measureusertransactionsresponsetimeandsystem
activity during a transaction execution.
The second step consisted in data collection and data analysisof measures. The
data analysis, based on statistic methods, has permitted to extract the most influent
factors andto understand how they can enhance applications performance.
We are now able to present the most
part of these results.
The laststepwillconsist
in buildingtherules
of anexpertsystemfor
configurationandtuningassistance
of ORACLERDBMS applications. We also
analyse the impact of operatingsystemparametersonperformance,
and these
information will complete
our expert system possibilities.
The present paper will describe precisely this researchwithtoolsdeveloped,
methods used, and results.
Keywords: application development tools, performance engineering,
operating system,RDBMS, data analysis, expert system.
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simulation,

Nowadays, wecan find many tools for computer system performance analysis, but
we lack of tools for application perfommce andysis. We cm't predicate application
performance and it's only wben the final implementation is done that users discover
applications responsetime (Coyette, 1987) (Rumpler, 1990) (Boucligue, 1990).
At this step, it's &en too late to significantly improve performance, or it's by
feeling that system and application parmeters are modifie&
The goal of our research is topredicateperformance ofORACLE R
D
m
S
applicationsmder "X and to propose tools to optimize performance.
The perfomance we are interesting in, is the perfommce as perceived by users.
We specidly study users transactions
response time.
Application performancedepends on many factors. We have limited ouf study in
analysing Phe ifluence of :
-operating system and ORACLE WBMS configuration parameters
-evorMsad generated by transactional applications and by the number of
users simultaneously connected
to the database.
Others points, suchas tables or transactions requests structuration ha7enot been
integated in ouf research, althoughtheir impact on perfommce are notable.
Our method is based on measurement. The first step of our research was to be
able to measure performance of existing applications and the system activity during
execution.Then we proceededto malyse these resultstodetect the most influent
parmeters on application
performance
and their
impact
according
to
the
configuration.
We have considered hardware configuration and sofhvare coslfipration for both
of operating system
and IPDBMS ORACLE.
The resultsof data analysiswill permit us to definethe rules of the configuration
assistance systemexpert for ORACLE RTaBMS applications underUNLX

We havechosen a quantitativeapproach based on measurement and modelling
(Ferrari, 1978) (Devaralcondaand al, 1989) (Ammaand al, 1992).
Measurement pemits to obtain data directly h m the system and the evaluated
application.
These
data give idonnation about
system
activity
md application
performance, these infomtion are used to m&e a model of the system @ui and al,
1990). So, in our approach, meaasurement and modelling are dosely coupled .
Our methodologgr include fivesteps:
- realisation of software rneasurements tools:
. a spy for measurement of transactional request response time.
ogaitm for memurement of system activityduring a transactional
request execution.
-realisation of software toolsfor experiment environment:
. a wer ~
~ able to ~memorize
~ an reproduce
c
an~ operator~ behaviour
#
during ORACLE applications execution.
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. a workload generatorwhich provides several applications
running
simultaneously with various number of users connected to these
applications.
. an automatic generatorof RDBMS tables for applications.
- data collection :
The software tools developed
are used for experimental design and data
collection. Dataare collecting fromthe operating system andthe
measured application according to various experiment context.
The
workload generatedby running applications,by the numbers of users
simultaneously connected,by the kindof transactional request
measured andso on ... can be automatically modified from data
a
collection to another.We usedfactorial method for our experimental
design.
- data analysis:
We proceeded totwo kinds of analysis :
. First, we analysed the whole data collected by means of methods such
as principal component analysis
(P.C.A.). This method permitted us to
verify the good correlation betweena measured request response time
and an estimator of the same request response time.The estimator is
calculated using theal1 data collected. It also permitted to eliminate
wrong measures.
. Then, we proceededto individual analysis on each kind
of transactional
request measured. This step has permitted to detect
the most influent
measured factors on application performance.
We also precisely
analysed the system functioning according to each kind of measured
request andthen we have extracted for each of them,
the main
correlated partto response time.
expert system realisation:
The results obtained from data analysis will be used the
to rules
buildfor
the configuration assistance system expert. This
is the next stepof Our
research.

-

111 MEASUREMENT TOOLS

The software tools built to perform measurement
in various experimental designs
are presented in this paragraph.

111-1 Tools for transactional request responsetime measurement:
In figure 1, we present a system architecture where performance
of an ORACLE
RDBMSapplication(morepreciselyaSQLFORMSapplication)
is measured while
others applications are running. Measures are done by Our transactional spy and our
sohvare monitor.
The transactional spy :
This tool is the first element ofourmeasurementenvironment(Po10,1990)
(Rumpler and al, 1991).
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The spy is a chronometer, it is activated when an operator comand is launched
and it is stopped when the result is sbtained on the screen.
This tool is integrated tothe
system.

Our measurement environment software first s M s the SQLFBMS application
to be measureel, thenit gets the SQLFOFWS application process P D nmber (Process
Identifkator). Aller this, it s t x t s the spy, giving it the SQLFOt3S application's P D
number. Usingthe P D nmber of the SQLFOPEVIS application to be measwed, the spy
finds in the processestable the SHPaDOW's process P D nmber (The SI3ADO'Vv
proeess is started by the SQLFORMS application execution).
We also studied in detdls the mechanisms launched between the database, the
operatingsystern and the SQLFORMS application. We noticeel that, for every
transaction, a dialogue is instdled between the SQLFOWS process and the ORACLE
SIIADOW process
afimandimby,
1992).
The SQLFOWMIS process retrieves the transaction started by the operator before
to transmit it to the SHPLDOW process which handlesit, then SQLFORMS gets results
fiom the SHADBW process and displays the result.

n

I

Figure 1 : System architecture
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The communicationbetweenthe
SQLFORMS and SHADOW processes is
performed by two UNIX pipes. It consists in a fiame set that we have to control in
order to determine the starting and stopping instant of response time measurement.
From the UNlX processes table we got the PID processes numbers and the system
pipes descriptions.
We decided to reroute the exchangesof the two pipes in Our spy process to control
the frames sent between the SQLFORMS process and the SHADOW process. The pipe
rerouting is performed by handling i-node pointers in the processes table. This new
structure is presented in figure 2
So we successfully controlthe exchange betweenthe SQLFORMS process andthe
SHADOW process.
By analysing the frames head during applications execution,
we got the necessary
information to detect
the beginning of an operator transaction and
the beginning of the
database response display.
We can start and stop the spy at the best time to measure precisely a transaction
response time.
This architecturelightly modifies thenormalfunctioning
of ORACLE, but
without disturbance, becauseof a good control of system calls fromUNIX core.
The sofhYare monitor :
This tool is a process which is started by the spy. It collects system information
about the nleasured application while a transaction is executed. By regular intervals,
the monitor memorizes system data of the measured application, such as CPU time,
number of input/output, waiting time
....

111-2 Commands set generator and user simulator tools
The commands set generator
is a tool ableto memorize operator behaviourduring
a SQLFORMS application execution. This tool scans database manipulation sequences
of an operator and stores
the commands with their keyboard input times.
The principle
consists in redirecting standard input toward the tool which store user commands
in a
file.
In other hand the generator can combine two and more operator behaviours. In
this way, the tool extracts sequences from input commands set files, calculates new
keyboard input time according to the last command keyboard input time and stores
each command in output file. So dif€erent behaviours can be led automatically.
The user simulator reproduces user behaviour storedin commands set file. This
tools determines time executionof each command with respect tothe keyboard input
times.
These tools are used
by the automatic workload generator.
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Figure 2 : Software architecture diagram
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111-3 Workload generator
In this study,wedefinehow
theoperatingsystemandORACLERDBMS
workload is generated by the set of applications which are simultaneouslyrunning in
real execution.
Theworkload is specified by thenumber of userswhich are connectedto
ORACLE RDBMSand the kind of application executedby eachof them.
So, the automation of workload generation requires the giving of these
two set of
parameters whichare the input data for the tool.
The tool manages connection
of everyuser specified.
For every operator connected, the generator calls
the user simulator toolsin order
to generate behaviours and,
so, one partof workload.
IV- DATA COLLECTION

-

IV 1 Experimental design
We decided to use a factorial design for data collection.
ith factor having ni levels, requires n
A performance study with k factors, with the
experiments, where:

In our approach, we first selectedthe factors and the levels of those factors to be
investigated (Ziumpler and al,1993).
of these
Collections are madeout in variousoperatingenvironment.Each
environments is characterised by three setsof factors :
- Factors which defineUNIX operating system andORACLE RDBMS
Workload characteristics
Database physical architecture
In another hand, tostart the collection we have built a software application used
formeasurement. This applicationextractedfromarealsituation
is aboutasale
management softwarein which customer, stock and invoicing are managed.
Then we have designed
the difTerent applications making up the
al1 software.
This approach makeus sure that usual database transactions such
as :
table operations: projection or join,
- data manipulation: insertion, modification and deletion operations,
aggregate operations: sum, average, maximal value,...
will be consideredin the study.
At last,eachapplicationtransaction
is storedby the generatortool as a
commands set file.

-

-

-

IV 2 UNlX operating system and ORACLE
RDBMS configuration
There are more than a hundred configuration factors for the operating system
and
for the RDBMS. However, al1 these factors don't have influence on performance (Bach,
1986) (AT&T, 1988). So we have classified themin three sets:
- statiefactors :This kindof factors specifies critical resources. Bad
configuration of memory size implies bad performance (swapping and
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pagination phenomenon) (Elhardtand al, 1984). The
DB-BLBCK_BUFFEBS determines, as a static factor, the granted
memory structure size (nurnber of database cache buffers of the System
Global Area).
- dynanliefactoors :Factors (likeLOG-CHECKP~~-INTERVAL)are
used in dynamic system processing.
Even ifthey have no impact in
resource size,the choice of their values can generate bad fnnctioning and
bad performance.
othrnfactoors which have no impact on performance butare required by the
qstem.
We only study the two first sets and some factors can belong to both sets.
During the collection we have combined dif€erentvalues of these factors in order
to obtain more than one operating system and RDBMS configurations.

-

Table 1: tested worldoads

Workload is characterized by:
- the number of users connected tothe database and the nurnber of
applications simultaneouslymnning.
- the type of transactions generatedby each user. There are four elementary
types of transactions : "SELECT", "UPDATE", "INSERT", "DELETE"
operations which can be groupedin consultation request ("SELECT")and
modification request("UPDATE","INSERT", "DELETE").
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Tostudy the impact of these two characteristics,webuiltvarious
kinds of
workload where:
- the ratio of users executing consultation request
Vs users running
modification request are(100%-O%), (75%-25%), (50%-50%), (25%75%),

- the number

of users simultaneously connected
is changed from5 to 20.
We present in table 1 the dif€erent workload testedduring the data collection.

-

t

IV 4 Database physical architecture
Database architecture, characterised
by tables size,is an important criteriafor the
data collection (Bing and al,
1987). We have built a table generator tool whichcarries
out,automatically,thetablescreation.
By this tool, during the data collection,we can load various tables automatically
in order to collect information with diEerent numbers ofrows for each table (1000,
10000,30000 and 50000 rows).

-

IV 5 Data collection procedure
For a given RDBMS and operating system configuration, for a fixed database
physical architecture and a defined workload
we proceeded :
- to memorize global system activity during
the execution of the evaluated
application. The software monitor tool samples,
by regular intervals,
statistics tables managed
by UNIX. So, we get withoutdisturbing system
such information as:
- number ofrunning processes,
- number of swapped processes,
- CPU activity,
- number of inputIoutput,

- ...

- to measure the impactof specific requestson database kernel performance.
The transactional spy as explainedin 111-1extracts and memorizes:
- transaction response time,
- consummated CPU time,
- number of inputIoutput,
- ...

A collection tool is built to start workload generator with given characteristics
and to activate transactionalspy and software monitor.
For an easier result exploitation, we decided to register every collection with its
own context in a descriptive data sheet.This
file contains :
- operating system configuration factors,
- ORACLE RDBMS configuration factors,
- database physical architecture description,
- system workload characteristics,
- evaluated application specification and its commands set,
- collection results for each evaluated application transaction,
- activity system information collected during transactions execution..
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Figure 3 : Data collection design
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Figure 4: Response time estimator

V DATA ANALYSE

V-1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis(P.C.A.) has been applied onthe whole measured
parameters for each kind
of SQLrequest typeused in the measured transactions.
By this method we have calculated an estimator of a user request response time
using the measured parameters.The figure 4 shows the good correlation betweenthis
estimator andthe SQL request response time measured the
by spy.
PCA also gives information about variation explained
by the main axes.
Figures 5 and figures6 respectively show the measureddata plotted dong the two
first axesthesefiguresrepresent.
SQL
INSERT
and SQL SELECT
request
transactions.
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In figure 5-aand figure &a, X axeand Y axe represents the axes the most
correlated with the responsetimc. In figure 5-b and figure 6 4 , X axe is the most
correlated with the response time and Y axe is the axe which has the best variation
cxplained.

Figure 5-a : Most correlated axes withresponse time of "INSERT" SQL COMMAND
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Figure 5-b : Ases of most variation esplained of "INSERT" SQL COMMAND
These rcsullshavepermit

10

eliminate wrong rneasurcswhich

only rcprcscnt

0.08% among the al1 data collccted. Tlme reprcscntatisns s h o ~thal thcmcasurcd

8:

paranleters and the factors used in csperimcntal dcsign are highl? corrclntcd nith user
rcqucsl rcsponsctimc (Ahiruv and al, 1988a) (Ahituv, 1988b).
L
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Figure 6-a : Most correlated axes with response timc of "SELECT" SQL COMMAND

Figure 6-b : Ases of most variationesplained of "SELECT" SQL COMMAND

V-2 Impact of individual factors on specific
user request response time
In figures 7, 8 and 9 the impact of four factors:
SGA buffers numbers
Numbers of users simultaneously connected
- Tables size
Sofiware workload characteristics
is represented for a SQL SELECT request response tirne.
In figure 7 and 8 we notice that user request response lime increases n i t h the
number of users connected to the database andwith the database tablcs size.
In cvcry figures WC can sec that pcrformancc is worst whcn thc SGA uses nlorc of
mcmory buffers. This can be esplained by the increasing mcmory swapping
opcrations.Thc SGA buffers number nust be choscn according IO thc systcm mcmory
global size and the number of applications.

-
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Figure 9 shows the impactof the application workload.By this representation, we
canseethatmodificationoperationsproduceamoreimportantworkload
than
consultation operations.
In nex3 part, we presents the results of analysis of the system activity during
requests transaction execution.

V-3The response time Analysis
The response time perceived
by the useris based on four elements
:
- Physical I/O delay : this is the time consumed by the hardware part of the
...) to provide to the operating system the data blocks
from
system (disk, controller card,
the archive. This timeis proportional to the number
of blocks transferred fromthe disk
and to the physical performance characteristics generally called "Access Time".
- System-CPU orKernel-CPUtime : this is thetimeconsumedby the
operating system to transferthe data blocks from the diskto the main memory.In the
case of an ORACLE transaction, the System-CPU time represents the time spent in
kernel mode by the ORACLE shadow process for the data block retrieving operation
from disk to the process memory area. The System-CPU time is proportional to the
number of logical blocks transferred( NB logical blocks= NB physical blocks read+
NB blocks cached).
- User-CPU time : this is the time spent in user mode by the ORACLE
shadow processduring the SQL statement execution to load data in memory area.
For example, the User-CPU time used for the "SELECT sum(SAL) front EMP"
transaction dependson the "EMP" table characteristics( NB blocks, NB rows, ....)
and also dependson the SQL statement nature(sum operation).
- General activity delay time (overhead): this is the time generated by the
operatingsystemtomanagetherunningprocesses.Thisdelaydepends
on of the
workload characteristic the
at moment ofthe transaction processing.
The sum of the physical I/O delay, System-CPU time, and User-CPUtime gives
the minimal theoretical request response time.
Our request response time estimation methodology
is based on two steps :
- the first step consists in computing the minimal theoretical response time.
The transaction we are interested in is considered as the only workload of the system
during the execution time. The measures providethe basic performanceof the system
(like disk access time, processing timeof different kind of SQL statement and so on
...).From this measures we extract the parameters of the system model to compute the
minimal theoretical response time.
- the second step consists in estimating the influenceof the global workload
on the minimaltheoreticalresponsetimefound
in thefirststep.From
the data
collection we have quantiiïed the "overhead" phenomenon according to
four factors
presented in the paragraph V-2 and a model has been generated. From this model of
"overhead", we compute the delay time introduced
by the global workload.The sum of
this delay time and the minimal theoretical response time gives an estimation of the
final response time perceived
by the user.
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Our present research work has permitted to ear-act the main influent factors on
transactional request performance in the working context and with the restrictions
defined in paragaph 1of this paper. These factors are: n u b e r of users comected to a
database, database tables size, worldoad type and SGA size.
The analgrsis of the system activity during
the exetzution ofa transactional request
has been qumtiiïed for severd request types. Now we are going on with data malysis
and modelling mainparts of the system activity.
TRe nex? sfep of ouf research consists in building the mles for the configuration
assistance qstem expert.
The final airns of this study are first to be able to propose the best RDBMS md
Qerating Systemconfigurationfor
ORACLE transactionalapplication, then to
propose tools to diagnostic and tune implemented applications.
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